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Semcon is one of Scandinavia ’s leading design and high tech consulting businesses with more than
1600 employees and over SEK 1000 million in sales. Semcon develops products, processes and

human resources in partnership with Sweden ’s leading industrial companies.
The combination of profitability over the past twenty years and Semcon ’s long relationships with

leading industrial companies forms the basis for continued success.

Semcon AB (publ.) is listed on the OM Stockholm Stock exchange’s O-list.

Semcon is expanding and has recruited key person to Zipper by
Semcon

Since its start in August 2000, Zipper by Semcon has rapidly expanded. Since
August 2000, the company has signed up over 60 qualified IT consultants with
wide-ranging experience. To ensure continued profitable growth, Michael
Gustavsson, the former MD of Framfab Sverige AB and Guide, has been
employed.

”Michael Gustavsson will contribute to strengthening Zipper’s position on the
market,” says Johan De Verdier, the recently appointed CEO at Zipper by Semcon.
“Michael’s experience will give us an even stronger organisation, where we can
supply our customers with packaged IT solutions that  have a concrete effect for
them.”

“I look forward to working in an organisation with the kind of enthusiasm and focus
on the future that Zipper by Semcon has, and with customers who have a strong
belief in what Zipper provides,” says Michael Gustavsson.

“The expanding activities at Zipper are an excellent addition to Semcon’s original IT
activity which focuses on product development in industry and leads the way in
products’ IT and the production process. Our service at Zipper has meant Semcon
has been able to broaden its IT activities to IT infrastructure and strategies and
thereby reach new customer groups,” says Hans Johansson, CEO at Semcon.
“Furthermore, we have succeeded in attracting experienced personnel within the
ever expanding IT sector, which is obviously very important and pleasing.”

ZIPPER by Semcon was started in August 2000. Zipper’s services are based on packaged IT solutions combined
with consultancy services. Zipper provides IT platforms with stability and layered regulations. The solution
focuses on the general components available in each IT structure. The aim is enhance efficiency and productivity
for our customers. Customers include Vattenfall, Orkla, Akzo Nobel, Region Skåne, SAS and AstraZeneca.
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